Growing Practice Moves to Popular East Paris Medical Corridor

Dermatology Associates
of West Michigan

New Location Provides Space to Grow and Path to
Full Ownership
Dermatology Associates of West Michigan goes back 24 years
when Dr. Ashack, and the now retired Dr. Lamberts, started
Lamberts Ashack Dermatology. Today, the growing practice
has eight physicians, five physicians assistants, and their
support staff, serving the Greater Grand Rapids communities.
“As we grew and added partners, we changed the name to
Dermatology Associates of West Michigan and continued to
expand the team. We finally reached the point where we
simply ran of out room and needed to move.” Dr. Ashack

“We’ve recently added an eighth doctor, and many of our
physicians are early enough in their careers that we felt this was
the time to build and own our own building. When we made the
decision to move, I called Jeff Baker because of the conversations
we began ten years ago. We knew we wanted to work with
First Companies. They do great work and their reputation
is impeccable, so they’re the only construction company we
contacted.” Dr. Ashack
Fortunately, for the team at Dermatology Associates, First
Companies had recently acquired a great piece of land situated
on the increasingly popular East Paris Medical Corridor. When Dr.
Ashack called Jeff, he knew the ideal location for this growing

About ten years ago, when their lease came up for renewal,

practice. Jeff worked with the partners to form an investment

the partners spoke with Jeff Baker, CEO of First Companies,

group where the doctors were majority owners and had the ability

about relocating the practice. Looking ahead, they knew they

to attain full ownership over time – achieving

would need additional space to accommodate their anticipated their financial goals.
growth; however, their landlord at the time provided an
attractive option to stay another ten years.
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“Our property is great! It offers great visibility in an area with

details. We started with ideas… the ideas became drawings… and

many other medical professionals. We love it and knew it was

the drawings became prints. First Companies advised us when

perfect for our needs.” Dr. Ashack

some of our wishes might be too expensive and offered good

First Companies and Byce & Associates (architect and
designer) met with the team at Dermatology Associates to

alternatives. They guided us all along the way and knew what
would be best for our needs.” Dr. Ashack

begin the planning process. It was important for the group

Given the number of doctors, and the size of the staff, one of the

to fully understand the goals and vision for the project before

goals was to find a way to make patients comfortable and give

finalizing drawings and plans.
“We wanted a permanent home where
we weren’t all squeezed in, having to
constantly maneuver around people
and make things fit. We wanted to be
comfortable in a place that allowed us
to grow… a place we would own.” Dr.
Ashack
The team began meeting Tuesday evenings,
after work, through the completion of

“We wanted
a permanent
home... a place
that allowed us
to grow... a place
where we could
have ownership.”

final drawings. Starting with ideas from the doctors, they
also involved the nurses and other staff members to provide
input on workstations, reception areas, and other work
environments they would utilize most.

them an individual experience – not like
they were a “herd” sitting in a large, group
waiting area. The building was configured
to give each physician their own reception
area, so the feel is much more personal.
Additionally, the team decided to make the
exam rooms multipurpose, enabling the
doctors to perform certain surgeries and
procedures in the same room where they
complete exams and skin checks.
The 48,000 square foot (SF) building has

two levels above ground and a full basement which is used for
administrative functions and offers space for future growth. The
top two levels include a main reception area at the front entrance
with custom curved desk, exam rooms, nurses stations, doctor

“We all brought our thoughts and ideas. Craig Baker was

reception areas and offices. Patients on the top floor can enjoy the

great at bringing everyone to the table to work through the

attractive fish tanks before being escorted into the well-appointed
exam rooms.

Given the number of doctors and staff size, to offer a more personalized experience, each of the eight physicians has
a “pod” complete with private office, exam rooms, and fully stocked nurses stations with easy access to their peers’
neighboring pods.
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The building also features large curtainwall
systems to bring in natural light and
snowmelt sidewalks for patient safety. All
work was completed on schedule and under
budget.
“Other than the obvious challenges
presented by COVID-19, we really didn’t
encounter any construction problems.
Perhaps one of the challenges First
Companies faced was how to create a
uniform space
while still
allowing each
doctor to have

An expansive, open entry with a sweeping, curved reception
desk welcomes patients. Sleek, translucent, glass partitions offer
privacy while still maintaining a high-end, open feel. Several
self-check-in stations sit directly across from the reception desk.

an office area
that was unique
to him/her.
Our project

make big changes during the construction process as that gets

manager did a

expensive. In retrospect, there are some little picky things we

great job of maintaining this balance. Also, we needed to be

would change, but nothing major.” Dr. Ashack

out of our existing space earlier than we initially expected and
had to fast-track the move-in date. First Companies was able to
accommodate that request and made it happen.”
Jen Ergang, Practice Manager

“We would recommend First Companies to others without
hesitation. They are phenomenal people, just as we were told
by others. They helped every step of the way. Craig did a great
job leading us through the early planning phase. Our project

When asked what advice they’d give to others, and if they’d do

manager was right there with us throughout construction. We

anything different, Dr. Ashack and Jen Ergang responded:

were able to discuss anything with them and whenever an
issue came up, it was fixed. I have nothing negative to say. It

“Don’t be afraid to ask questions. It may feel like you’re being

was the most positive and amazing experience. They’re fair,

pesky, but our project manager was always just a text away

honest, and do an excellent job.” Dr. Ashack

and never made me feel like I was bothering him or asking too
much. Also, I would have the doctors visit the site as things

“In my previous role, I had managed construction projects. I

were progressing. They’re busy, but there are little things they

never had to babysit this one to make sure things were getting

would’ve seen that we could’ve improved on. In the end, our

done. Our project manager never made me feel our requests

staff and patients love the new office!” Jen Ergang

were unreasonable. The process was
extremely smooth. First Companies

“We did a lot of planning pre-construction, which was very

has a lot of great people.”

helpful. Have a good idea of what you want before you break

Jen Ergang

ground. This makes the process go much smoother; and, don’t
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The basement is occupied by the
administrative and operational teams.
This space houses its own reception
desk, numerous private and shared
offices complete with modern
furniture, several large meeting
spaces, a mother’s room and space
to grow.
Sitting below grade, all offices along
the exterior of the building include
large windows to bring in the light.
Designed to enhance the staff work
environment, the retaining wall seen
outside each window also functions
as a live greenery wall in the summer
months.

LEFT: A large, flexible breakroom sits in the middle of the basement and provides
enough space to seat the entire Dermatology Associates team. This room includes
moveable furniture and a collapsible partition for team trainings and events.
RIGHT: A high-end, executive conference room provides the professional environment
needed for external calls and leadership strategy meetings.
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The Skin Renewal Center sits
just off the East entrance and
features high-end finishes
including a custom, tree-inspired
entryway, a gorgeous wood
panelled curved wall and
reception desk, light laminate
wood flooring, luxury seating
and a warm, finely textured
wallpaper.
The center is focused on
providing high quality, innovative
skin renewal treatments
such as microdermabrasion,
dermaplaning and permanent
makeup, laser hair removal, and
fractional laser skin resurfacing.

LEFT: Complete with a coffee station and fish tank, this spacious waiting room provides a restful, calming
environment for patients with extended visits receiving Mohs surgery.
CENTER: A well-equipped lab offers the tools necessary for on-site testing allowing patients to receive results and
treatment in a timely manner.
RIGHT: The sterilization room was designed with two points of entry. Materials arrive through one door
contaminated and exit through the other clean. This linear process eliminates confusion and cross-contamination.
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